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REVIEW OF BIASED SOLAR ARRAY - PLASMA INTERACTION STUDIES

by N. John Stevens

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio

ABSTRACT

The Solar Electric Propulsion System (SEPS) is proposed for a variety
of space missions. Thrust is provided by election of charged par°ticles.
Power for operating SEPS is obtained from large solar array wings capable of
generating tens of kilowatts of power. To minimize resistive losses in the
solar array bus lines, the array is designed to operate at voltages up to
400 volts. This use of high voltaye can increase interactions between the
biased Filar cell interconnects ar,d plasma environments. With the SEPS
thrusters off, the system floating potential (relative to the space plasma
potential) tends to be negative which will minimize interactions. With
thrusters operating, the system ground is maintained at space plasma poten-
tial which exposes large areas of the arrays at the operating voltages.

CA	
This can increase interactions with both the natural and enhanced charged-

w	 particle environments. This parer summarizes available data on interactions
between biased solar array surfaces and pl& ma environments. The apparent
relationshio between collection p henomena and solar cell size and effects of
array size on interactions are discussed. The impact of these interactions
on SEPS performance is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Spacecraft must function in the space charged-particle environment.
While it is normally assumed that any such',nteraction is inconsequential,
experience with geosynchronous satellites has shown that charged-particle
environments can induce disruptive interactions in spacecraft systems.
Satallites proposed for future missions will 2 u a larger strucures and re-
quire greater power generation capabilities.-

	 It is anticipated that
chargeu-particle interactions with these large satellites can be evVn more
severe than those experienced by present geosynchronous satellites.

Une of the first generation of large spacecraft with a significantly
increased power level is the Solar Electric Propulsion System (SEPS) which
is proposed for a variety of geosynchronous and planetary missions	 1.
The electrical power for SEPS is generated by large solar array wings which
are sized for power levels of about 25 kW. To minimize resistive losses in
the electrical bus, these arrays are proposed to operate at voltage levels
up to 400 volts in conventional systems and up to 1200 volts in a "direct
drive" configuration - one in which high voltages for thruster o?2ration is
generated directly on the array rather than by power processors.	 With
these configurations, then, large areas of solar arrays with exposed con-
ductors at elevatea voltages can interact with both the natural and possible
thruster-enhanced charged-particle environments. In addition, ion thrusters
with both ions and electrons which can control spacecraft potential relative
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to the space plasma potential. The conditions experienced by SEPS are
unique in that it is a large system capable of controlling its own surface
voltages. This, however, can give rise to high voltage surface interactions
that must be understood and evaluated.

In this conference there are papers dealing wife i,on thruster perfor-
mance and with predictions of interactions on 	 In this report,
a review of the possible high voltage surface interactions is undertaken.
Ground test data collected at the Lewis Research Center (LeRt;) over the past
ten years is summarized and empirical relationships to explain the results
are discussed. The implication of these interactions on SEPS performance is
discussed.

BIASED SURFACE NHARGED PARIICLE INTERACTIONS

The biased surface-charged particle interactions of concern are illus-
trated in the conceptual sketch of a spacecraft shown in figure 1. Mower is
generated in two ;arge solar array wings A an operating voltage (Vop)
relative to the i:^ntral spacecraft body. The spacecraft body houses the
payload, housekeeping systems and the ion thruster system. This SEPS moves
through a natural charged-particle environment of which the low energy or
thermal plasma is of the greatest concern.

The interactions with charged-particle environments are controlled by
the biased, exposed interconnects on the ;p olar array wings. With the ion
thrusters off the whole system floats electrically such that the net cur-
rent is zeru. ib This means that 'the biased interconnects on the array act
as plasma probes collecting either electrons or ions depending on voltage
pol ar i ty relative to space. Because e l ectrons are more mobi l e than ions,
Llectrons are collected wore readily than ions. Therefore, voltages rela-
tive to space are adjusted to 4nhibit electron collection and enhance that
of ions. This usually results in a voltage distribution (relative to the
spaco p1asria potential) sucn that a segment of the array is approximately at
10 perc011t of Vup positive while the rest is approximately 90 percent
of Vop negative. With electrons flowing to one area of the array and
ions to others, a parasitic currant loop is formed in the plasma reducing
available power for the satellite. The insulating surfaces around the
biased interconnects also conform to the curro t balance criteria imposing
additional fields and contributing to arcing.

With the ion thrusters operating, additional current flows must be
considered. The high voltage ions are accelerated away under controlled
conditions. The neutralizer, however, operates uncontrolled and has the
capability of supplying copious amounts of electrons which can respond to
external electric fields in the ion beam around the spacecraft and in
space. The result of t1-uster operation is that spacecraft ground is locked
at the space plasma pottiitial with the arrays at Vop relative to space-
craft ground. Any imbalance in electron current caused by this operation is
compensated for from the neutralizer. This behavior has been demonstrated
on numerous satellite experiments.18-19

The thrusters also generates a cha^e exchange plasma which tends to
drift radially away from the thrusters. 	 This plasma can enhance the low
energy, natural charged-particle environment and increase interactions be-
tween the thrust system and biased solar array surfaces. This behavior is
analogous to thermions diodes where a tenuous plasma between the electrodes
enhances current flow. l In this case the charge exchange plasma can
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enhance electron flow irum the neutralizer into the power system effectively
reducing operating power levels.

The floating  potentials of SEP S are illustrated in figure 2. In figure
Z(a) the thruster-off DehlViar is illustrated fur two different operating
voltage configurations. The first configuration has each array at a cun-
stant positive voltage (Vu) relative to the spacecraft body. The spac e-
craft body floats es.>entially at-Vu	 with small areas of the wing posi-
tive with respect to space. The seco9d configuration assumes a distributed
voltage along the array wing, positive and negative from the spacecraft
body. This configuration floats with one end of the a~ray at about 10 per-
cent of Vo	 positive.

In fig re 2(b) the thruster on Uehavior is illustrated. In both con-
figurations the spacecraft body is at space plasma potential (0 volts ausa-
lute) and the imposed Vup conditions exist from this level.

GRUUNO TESTS

Tests have been conducted using samples biased by laboratory power
:supplies to determine interactions with plasma environments. Results have
been reported by several investigators ? 2b and the data is in reasonable
agreement. For this report, test results from the Lew i s Research Center
(LeRC) experiments on 1U0, 1400,, and 13 UUU cm2 solar array panels are
used to su llunarize tile interaction characteristics.

Tests at tile: LuRC have been conducted in a 1.d rn di^xa!F:ter x 2.b in lung
facility and a 4.6 m diameter x lo m long facility. In butt ; facilities a
plasma enviru rnnunt (either nitroklen or argon) is generated in a bumbardment
source and allowed to drift into the chamber. Plasma particle temperatures
in the range of 1.0 to 3.0 eV anu densities uetwee:n 10' and 10 2 parti-
c lus/i,rr0 are obtained by adjusting the source power supplies and gas
tlow. Plasma properties are measured before and after each run with
i.angmuir pruues.. Thu ambient pressure i,r both facilities, with the sources
operating, is about 10- 0 torr,

Tile test sample is mountod in the chamber electrically isolated from
tank ground. Air 	 power supply provides the positive or negative
bias to the test sample. A current sensor floats in the high voltage line
to measure the', couplin-g current through the plasma to tank ground. A non-
contacting surface voltage: probe (TREK) is used to measure voltage profiles
3 nun above the cover slides. The schematic diagram of the facility is shown
in figure 3(a).^

The 1U0 cd- solar array panel is shown in figure 3(b). This panel
has twenty-four 2x6 cm solar cells connected in seri2s mounted on a Kapton
sheet attached to a fiberglass board. 'The 13 60. cm solar array is a
matrix of nine panels (see fig. 4) and is tested in the larger facility only.

Small Panel Test Results

Positive bias tests. - The plasma coupling current collected by the
100 di?- so ar array panel as a function of applied positive voltages is
shown in figure 5(a). Tests are usually conducted at several plasma den-
sities and repeated to verify that the same characteristics occur. Results
illustrated here correspond to tests conducted in a 104 particle/crn3
plasma environment. The bias voltage has to be corrected since the plasma
potential is not necessarily at tank ground during the test. This plasma
potential can be obtained from the plasma diagnostic data.



At low voltages the colNcted currents are F..401 and increases rather
slowly with bias voltage. At about +100 volts, there is 4n abrupt transi-
tion in the current; it increases orders of magnitude in a few volts.
Beyond this transition the current again increases slowly with voltage. The
magnitude of this transition is direct ly proportional to the plasma density
but the

y Z 
gition threshold (N +1U0 V) seems to be independent of plasma

density.
While this curve has a characteristic "S" shape, it is not a Langmuir

probe characteristic since it occurs in the electron saturation region. The
understanding of the behavior observed here can be found in the surface
voltage probe data. rnis probe sweeps across the array about 3 mm above the
glass cover slides. At low applied voltages, the cover slides assume a
slightly negative surface voltage (to maintain a zero net current balance at
each surface) and this negative voltage tends to mask the interconnect bias
voltage (see fig. 5(b)). As bias voltages are increased, the capability of
cover slides to mask interconnect voltage ield expands and encompasses the
covers - a phenomenon called "snap-over". 2 	At this point, the whole
panel, in effect, becomes a plasma collector. The process believed to cause
thissnap-over phenomenon is the collection of secondary electrons emitted
from the glass covers. It has been shown that inclusion of secondary emis-
sion characteristics of dielectrics can explain this transition from local
collection to large area collection for pinholes ir, Kapton. LH Similar
processes are believed to occur on arrays. Above this transition, the
fields above the panel increases roughly linearly with applied voltage (see
fig. 5(b)).

Empirical relationships can be developed which seem to fit the data and
comply with an intuitive feeling about the collection mechanics. At the low
voltages (less than 1OU volts), it appears that cyl4ndrical probe collection
tnuo616 is appropriate. Here the interconnects are assumed tv be a
series of small cylinders each collecting a current proportional to:

Ic a Aici+e
e

where I 	 is the coupling current, Ai is the total interconnect area,
V is the vO tage relative to plasma potential and ee is the electron
energy (eV).

Above 1UU volts, it appears that spherical probe collection 16 based
on a reduced voltage and whole panel area is reasonable. Here the relation-
ship is:

I aA 1+ V-100
c	 p	 £e

where A	 is the frontal panel area.
Ne altive bias tests. - Characteristic data for ion current collection by

the 100 cm- solar array panel biased by negative voltages is shown in figure
6(a). Here, the experimental collection curve is simple, but it does termi-
nate in arcing. The surface voltage probe data (see fig. 6(b)) shows that the
interconnect electric fields remain constrained to the region between cells,
becoming stronger until breakdown occurs. This behavior of negative voltage
fields not expanding into dielectrics has been shown analytically for holes in
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Kapton. 19 The voltage threshold for breakdown is plasma density^p1Udgrt;
voltage thresholds are rriyner for less dense plasma conditions 5+

The experimental data seems to indicate that spherical probe collection
phenomena adequately models this ion current collection. A empirical fit can
be obtained from:

I  x A i 1 + Ll
e

UISCUSSIUN

It is worthwhile to examine the data to determine if a. plausible explana-
tion can be found to explain the approximately +10U volt threshold for
snap-.aver.

The small solar array panel data is especially adaptive to this evalua-
tion. It has been tested numerous times and a body of data ha ys been assem-
bled. The panel itself has just 24 cells in series; this mean;; that there are
only 2b collection points at approximately the same voltage in the measurement
circuit. If it is assumed that the collection current is 112b of the total
current, then the field around a single interconnect could be examined. If it
is further assumed that the voltage shealth is hemispherical and that, at the
boundary of this hemisphere, all the collected current has to diffuse across
from the undisturbed plasma environment, then:

1
C
	 J ou A H S	 where AHS

LA O

is the hemisphere surface area and

s the electron thearinal current density"J

or

-1- ^^

r s t̀td ee)

where rs is the hemispherical spherical radius of the voltage sheath
boundary.

Substituting numbers fur the collected electron current and eo from
experimental data gives u sheath radius value of about 1 cm at about 100
volts. Indicating that voltage sheaths overlap at about 100 volts fur 2 cm x
2 cm cells (see fig. 1). This is the intuitive assumption for the snapover.
But, if cell size can be a centrulling factor for snapover, then the transi-
tion might be driven to a higher voltage by increasing cell size. It is
difficult to find data to support this premise, but there are indications.
Tests conducted on a 20 cell panel of 2x4 cm cells mounted on Kapton seemed to
show that snapover did not occur till between 16U and 190 volts (see fig.
8(a)). So, the possibility that snapover can be inhibited by using larger
cells exists and is currently being evaluated at the LeRC.

It should be noted that this same panel arced when subjected 'to negative
bias tests. Photographs of this arcing (see fig. U(b)) indicated that arcing
occurred at the cell edges. So, while snapover might be prevented by larger
cell sizes, arcing continues to be a real concern.
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cdrye Array Iest Results

A matrix of g So lar array pane 1 s nav i ng a WW I area of l.i UUU (e1111 lids
teen to ted in the ^l.b err diameter facility d lu r rg w ith d s ingle panel of aUUUt
14UU i irr ( see f ig. 4 .3? The purpose of tnese larger panel tests is to
attempt tc determine Sca ling Ides ter exte ► re; Lonc+-pts developed with smd 1 I area
tests to large space systems. Tile first tiling that is found in any such test
program is that chamber walls and plasma suurc.Is can intluence pldsmia interac—
,Lions witn sucn large areas. It is felt that, for these matrix tests, cullec-
tiun data up to ^. +doU volts and all negative voltages is valid.

The electron current 4oilection test results for both the single panel and
matrix is snuwn in figure 9. The single panel data appears to follow the
emipirical relationships developed previously. Snapover occurs at about IOU
volts and at nigher positive voltages the current data agrees with predictions.

Tile matrix panel test results indicate two iteiiis of importance:
Snapuver uc-.urs at about IUU volts

®	 Electron current collection less than predicted at applied voltages
above IOU volts.

Tills means that, for large solar arrays made up of	 cent solar cells,
tnere wiII Ue collection enhanct,:ment in tnuse areas abuve +IOU volts (with
respect to space). However, the second item indicates that collection of
voltages auuve IOU volts may not beas severe as one wou ld expect from ^^ral l
area panel tests. Cuntinuations of theses studies are being pursued.

Under negative applied voltages arcing occurred in a fashiun similar to
the small panels. The threshold for arcing seems to fie independent of panel
area.

A00LICATION 10 SLP,^

As	 previously,	 wi i 1 ust, ion thr ustt,r5 to providt, thrust.
Oln'ration of t ►► ese thrusters wi I I mraintain tilt, spackloraft potential at tile
s':ace p lasema potenti,e i . Thi s .wi 1 l reSu 1 t ]n solar arrays being at uperating
voltages relativo to ^^l^^ete^ and tn i ,. , could onnance interactions with charged-
partide onviron1reents.

Tile comrploto assessement of tilt, impac, of these interaction, on SEPS must
evai t until interaction t^Cr.,roloeiy and thruster t,tflux technology aro more
advanced. riowover, the deelreo of interaction can ire Uuunded by considering
currt,nt Collectiou as a function of plasma density. F115t, it is assumle;d tnat
tilt, solar arrays genorate 'o ',w and that the arrays are at constant positive
voltages rolativo to spacocr •aft potentials. Second, currents collected are
uasud on empirical relatiunships presenter) in this paper. Third, solar array
area is assumed to be 2bO mr'. Fourth and f inally, plasma particle energy is
assumed to be U.^c! 0, the electron temperatures for space enviruinnent.

The computed plasma current collection per unit area of solar array for
various plasma densities is shown in figure IU. Load current lines for opera—
t i un at IOU and 2UU vol ts area indicated. Tile curve identified  by V ^ 1U
volts would represent current collection that could be. expected for the
IOU volt array without thruster operations. Under these conditions the power
loss is negligible.

With ion thrusters operating, the degree of interaction depends upon the
operating voltages and local plasma density. If the array were operating at
IOU volt bus voltage, then the difference between interconnect collection and
whole panel collection is about a factor of IU. If the lupal plasma density
is no more than the 3UU kiii natural L'V i ronmunt value (ti 10 0 e 1 ec-
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trons!cm4 ), then losses would be on the order of 1 percent,. It the electron
temperature in a thruster-enhanced environment were higher than the nature
plasma electron temperatures, then the losses would be further reduced.

However, if the array operating voltage were at 2JU volts, then fully
d ev ,4loped snapover collection could be expected (for W cm cells) Under
these conditions, at low Earth orbit, the power loss would be severe and
probably would influence ion thruster operations. At higher altitudes, the
degree of interaction would depend primarily upon thruster efflux-enhanced
plasma densities.

There ave possible approaches that can be used to minimize thruster/solar
array interactions at low altitudes. One is to use larger solar cells. As
previously shown, larger solar cells appear to have a snapover at higher volt-
ages. A second approach is to use a center tapped array witn distributed
voltages. Thee positive array voltage is halved and areas at high voltage are
reduced. Another approach is to make the array operate at negative voltages
with respect to the spacecraft potential.While this option could be viable,
it has not yet been completely evaluated. Possible drawbacks to the last two
approaches could be arcing at negative voltages or Enhanced ion contamin ation.

This section is not meant to be a catalog of possible catastrophes: There
are far too many unknowns and too much uncertainty for definitive claims on
ion thruster interactions. RatWr, the intent is to point out areas where
interaction technology should explore to provide input to system design.

CONCLUUING REMARKS

(here are trends towards larger satellites in studies for Future missions
which require far larger power generating levels than presentl y being used in
spice. With thou larger power 1eve1s comes the need for operation at higher
voltages; voltages larger than the present bU-o0 volt systems comnon on
^uropeau satellites and 30 volt systems on present U.S. satellites. With
increased operating voltages co p es the need to consider interactions between
oiased conductors on the array anC the space charged-particle environment.
Fliese interactions involved current collection through the space plasma, which
reduces the output power level, acid arcing to space, which interrupts the
power output.

,,)LP is being designed with power systems operating at voltages in the
range of NO-406 volts. Since SE.P has ion thrusters which can maintain space-
craft ground of the space plasma potential. This will drive large areas of
the array to elevated voltages (with respect to space) which then can react
with either the natural or thruster-enhanced plasma environment. These
interactions can influence systems operations and must be understood.

the available laboratory data, generated at the LeRC has been reviewed to
determine trends in these interactions. From small area tests, it appears
that electron current collection can be treated as a cylindrical plasma probe,
constrained to the area of biased interconnects, for voltages up to about
100 volts. This means thacurrent collection grows relatively slowly with
increasing voltage (I « 1. N. At about, IOU volts, a phenome-oon called
"snap-over" occurs - the current collection becomes proportional to the whole
panel area. At higher voltages, the current increases with voltage approxi-
mately as if it were a spherical plasma probe. For negative bias voltages,
data seems to show that current cullection increases with v0 tage until arcing
occurs. Thresholds for arcing are plasma density dependent ranging from a few
hundred volts at low Earth orbit densities to several leilovolts at geo-
synchronous orbit conditions.



;rorn these small area tests it appears that solar cell size has an intlu-
ence ors the ^napovvr pnenornenon. 1wv by two centimeter Cells stave voltage
'sheaths that are co+nouted to overiap at the snapover tnresholWs. It the cell
size dependence can be substantiateu, inen snapover could be cont rolled by
larger cell sizes.

Tests of a large solar array matrix indicates that snapover and arcing
both occur at approximately the same thresnolds as the small panel. In both
cases, the cell size Was the same. Electron collection for the large matrix,
however, seems to be less than thO empirical iiodel predictions indicating that
electron current collection at nighe r voltages could be less for larger arrays
than that predicted from small panel extrapolations.

Finally, SEPS operations are reviewed trom the point-of-view ^ array
operating voltages interaction;; at various plasma densities. It nas been
found that an array biased at a constant positive voltage with respect to
spacecraft potential probably would nave serious coupling losses it operated
at 4UU volts in low Earth orbit. Larger cell sizes or center-tapped, dis-
tributed voltage arrays could alleviate the Interaction losses. Interactions
at nigner altitudes would depend primarily on tnruster-efflux-generated
environments,

this review of possible interactions between SEPS and charger-particle
environments (both natural and tnruster-ettlux generated) indicates that there
are many unKnowns. Inter°actions between large biased solar arrays and plasma
as well am, tnruster ettlux environments are not that well characterized.
Additional studies are required ana are underway.
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